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Emotions are not necessarily expressed through direct predicative forms (e.g., I’m angry) (Minagawa
2016), if expressed at all. This tendency is prevalent in Japanese, which has a rich inventory of
grammaticalized and discursive markers of emotivity spanning across the domains of subjectivity and
intersubjectivity (Maynard 1993, Suzuki, 2006). Furthermore, emotions are encoded visually, for
example, through facial expressions, inviting observers’ speculations, judgments or empathy
concerning how people feel. The present study offers an integrative approach to emotions, language
and vision by employing the framework of “force,” focusing on expressions of FRUSTRATION in Japanese.
Drawing on data from selected manga works (20,000+ characters, 500+ images), the study aims to
schematize the concept in question in terms of causation and force, as has been discussed in previous
work on emotions (Lakoff 1990, 1993; Kövecses 2000, 2015), and links the schemata to visual and
linguistic contexts in manga. The analysis begins with conceptual labelling tasks by informants as
readers, who assign to each image “facial expression tags” judged based solely on facial expression,
and “emotion tags” judged together in the context of the story (Tokuhisa et al., 2006). It then employs
Talmy’s (1988, 2000) force dynamics (FD), a schematic system, which contains two opposing force
elements, Agonist (AGO) and Antagonist (ANT); FD can be extended to psychological and social
domains and thus, in this case, can represent the ambivalence that exists within a speaker’s (or
character’s) psyche (Abe 2007, 2016 on Japanese). Two types of situations are identified: 1) frustration
over a state/event that does not occur or is not realized (“inability to move”); and 2) frustration over a
state/event that occurs or is realized (“inability to suppress”). The former is represented in terms of a
blockage that prevents and overpowers the ego’s inclination to “move” (Ago blocked by Ant); the latter,
in terms of him/her being forced to “move” despite of resistance against doing so (Ago forced to move
by Ant). A preliminary study shows that the “inability to move” type tends to be associated more often
with explicit facial expressions, as well as open class items, while the “inability to hold” type tends to
correspond to less intense visual cues and closed-class markers. The visual and linguistic analysis
further tackles the dimensions of subjectivity and intersubjectivity (Traugott and Dasher, 2002),
exploring the possibility that the second type of frustration is more closely associated with these nonpropositional domains, which may partially explain the results above.
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